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Yep, Touch ID will be back on the 2022 iPhones, which will help Apple shrink the Face ID notch, possibly using the tech just for unlocking, as there
will be another biometric opti ...
Face ID, meet Touch ID, on iPhone 14 with a tiny notch
A project investigating bioluminescence and interiors is included in Dezeen's latest school show by students at the Parsons School of Design.
Nine design projects from The New School's Parsons School of Design students
How far can clients’ experience inspire everyday digital transformation, strengthening the relationship with the private bank, in a next normal
scenario?
Design and client-centricity in the new digital landscape
Here’s what people told us about their experiences with Facebook, WhatsApp and YouTube, which were the most and least common places for online
arguments.
Toxic online disagreements are largely due to social media design
How social media services work – the nuts and bolts of interacting with others online – has the power to shape and improve online arguments. Here's how.
It’s not just bad behavior – why social media design makes it hard to have constructive disagreements online
INVESTING is undoubtedly a male dominated industry, but what exactly is discouraging women from investing? Jessica Robinson, author of Financial
Feminism: A Woman's Guide to Investing for a ...
Investing warning as women face 'significant financial shortfall' - are you missing out?
A recent study by Ferguson Bath, Kitchen & Lighting Gallery, a global building and remodeling products retailer, revealed that the room people spent the
most time in last year was the much-maligned ...
Design Pros Share Tips For Living Room-Based Work From Home Spaces
Design That Lasts” examines how product design can move from planned obsolescence to a new model of repair, reuse, and longevity.
What will it take for brands to design products that aren’t disposable?
On this episode, I’m talking to Thomas Ingenlath, CEO of Polestar, a new car company with close family ties to Volvo. Polestar has two models you can go
out and buy today: the $150,000 hybrid Polestar ...
Can Polestar design a new kind of car company?
In a recent review published in the journal, Advanced Functional Materials, researchers K. P. A. Kumar and Martin Pumera focused on the contributions of
3D printing technology towards the health ...
3D printing a way out of COVID-19
Reality is messy. It takes hundreds of talented people to turn an arty doodle into something a customer can actually buy and drive, and things can go
awry.
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What makes good car design? An industry insider peels back the studio curtain
Huw Edwards claims that a man ordered him to remove his face mask on public transport due to the design emblazoned on the fabric covering ...
BBC presenter Huw Edwards told to take face mask off by 'angry' train passenger
Face masks continue to be a necessity for access to public spaces, including restaurants and stores. If you're looking to upgrade your existing
collection of face masks, we've been on the hunt for a ...
'The most comfortable mask': This 3 pack of Adidas face mask are on sale on Amazon starting at just $16
We found that people often avoid discussing challenging topics online for fear of harming their relationships, and when it comes to disagreements, not
all social media are the same.
Why social media design makes it hard to have constructive disagreements online | Opinion
The Volkswagen Concept One is the egg-shaped face that launched the tidal wave of neoclassic design, boomeranging from a California studio to German
boardrooms across the ocean, and then back again to ...
The 1994 VW Concept One Gave Us the Modern Retro Design Craze
A group of high school students at Bullis School in Potomac, Maryland, recently won two international awards for inventing and designing a device
enabling people in wheelchairs to push a baby stroller ...
HS Students Design Wheelchair Stroller for Teacher's Husband, Win 2 International Awards
In 2020, after a four-year wait, Apple finally updated the iPhone SE to… the iPhone SE. Hanging on to the same name is a little confusing—Apple
differentiates the new model when necessary by calling ...
The next iPhone SE: Classic design with more speed and ‘cheapest’ 5G
Instagram users love the captive tule elk hoofing Tomales Point at the northern tip of Point Reyes National Seashore. The sleek, befurred mammals seem
to commune with tourists who stroll a ...
Death by Design: How the National Park Service Experiments on Tule Elk
The controversy surrounding the project has largely stemmed from how much land to allocate for commerce versus amenities for residents.
Commission kicks back OLF-8 design saying it was changed to deprioritize commerce
Good-faith disagreements are a normal part of society and building strong relationships. Yet it’s difficult to engage in good-faith disagreements on the
internet, and people reach less common ground ...
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